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The EU Migration System of Governance 2020-10-01

this book explores the norms practices and main actors in the eu migration
system of governance eumsg bringing a fresh perspective to the analysis of
asylum and migration in europe the volume unpacks the european union s
approach to migration and points to the principles and actions of eu member
states moreover it explores the eumsg s performance through the lenses of
three alternative yet coexistent understandings of justice non domination
impartiality and mutual recognition thereby overcoming a unilateral ethical
viewpoint and moving away from the open closed borders debate

Multiple Populisms 2019-09-17

this book provides a comprehensive interpretation of the multiple
manifestations of populism using italy the only country amongst consolidated
constitutional democracies in which populist political forces have been in
government on various occasions since the early 1990s as the starting point
and benchmark populism is a complex multi faceted political phenomenon which
redefines many of the essential characteristics of democracy participation
representation and political conflict this book considers contemporary
versions of populism that pose a real challenge to representative and
constitutional democracy contributors provide an integrative interpretation
of populism and analyse its principal historical social and politico legal
variables to provide a multi dimensional reflection on the concept of
populism comprehensive analysis of the populist phenomenon and a theoretical
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and comparative perspective on the diverse political experiences of populism
based on conceptual and interdisciplinary reflections from expert authors
this book will be of great interest to scholars and post graduate students of
cultural studies european studies political sociology political science
comparative politics political philosophy and political theory with an
interest in a comparative and interdisciplinary theory of populism and its
manifestations

Technology, Society, and Conflict 2022-09-16

technology society and conflict comprehensively studies and systematically
highlights technological inequalities as a source of conflict in digital
development while developing an economic and legal approach to resolving them

Makers at School, Educational Robotics and
Innovative Learning Environments 2021-12-10

this open access book contains observations outlines and analyses of
educational robotics methodologies and activities and developments in the
field of educational robotics emerging from the findings presented at
fablearn italy 2019 the international conference that brought together
researchers teachers educators and practitioners to discuss the principles of
making and educational robotics in formal non formal and informal education
the editors analysis of these extended versions of papers presented at
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fablearn italy 2019 highlight the latest findings on learning models based on
making and educational robotics the authors investigate how innovative
educational tools and methodologies can support a novel more effective and
more inclusive learner centered approach to education the following key
topics are the focus of discussion makerspaces and fab labs in schools a
maker approach to teaching and learning laboratory teaching and the maker
approach models methods and instruments curricular and non curricular
robotics in formal non formal and informal education social and assistive
robotics in education the effect of innovative spaces and learning
environments on the innovation of teaching good practices and pilot projects

Handbook of Research on Advanced Research
Methodologies for a Digital Society 2021-09-03

doing research is an ever changing challenge for social scientists this
challenge is harder than ever today as current societies are changing quickly
and in many sometimes conflicting directions social phenomena personal
interactions and formal and informal relationships are becoming more
borderless and disconnected from the anchors of the offline reality these
dynamics are heavily marking our time and are suggesting evolutionary
challenges in the ways we know interpret and analyze the world internet and
computer mediated communication cmc is being incorporated into every aspect
of daily life and social life has been deeply penetrated by the internet this
is due to recent technological developments that increase the scope and range
of online social spaces and the forms and time of participation such as 2 0
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which widened the opportunities for user generated content the emergence of
an internet of things and of ubiquitous mobile devices that make it possible
to always be connected this implies an adjustment to epistemological and
methodological stances for conducting social research and an adaption of
traditional social research methods to the specificities of online
interactions in the digital society the handbook of research on advanced
research methodologies for a digital society covers the different strands of
methods most affected by the change in a digital society and develops a
broader theoretical reflection on the future of social research in its
challenge to always be fitting suitable adaptable and pertinent to the
society to be studied the chapters are geared towards unlocking the future
frontiers and potential for social research in the digital society they
include theoretical epistemological and ontological reflections about the
digital research methods as well as innovative methods and tools to collect
analyze and interpret data this book is ideal for social scientists
practitioners librarians researchers academicians and students interested in
social research methodology and its developments in the digital scenario

International Law 2019

international law provides a comprehensive theoretical examination of the key
areas of international law in addition to classic cases and materials carlo
focarelli addresses the latest relevant international practice to illustrate
contemporary themes and trends in international law and to examine its most
topical challenges
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Digital Parties 2021-10-12

this book analyzes how mainstream and new parties are building their digital
platforms and transitioning from traditional offline organizations into the
digital world the authors present an innovative empirical exploration of the
democratic consequences and technical challenges of the digitalization of
party organizations from a comparative perspective they provide an original
account of how party digital platforms are regulated and used and a crucial
discussion of the main technological and democratic issues that political
parties face in their digital transition further the authors assess the
consequences of these digitalization processes for political participation
and party membership as well as the impact on party organizational models and
electoral campaign potential the book looks into one of the less studied
aspects of digital democracy also presenting empirical evidence and case
studies it presents different parties and their adoption of digital
participation platforms from the pirate parties in northern europe to podemos
in spain la france insoumise in france the five stars movement in italy or
the german greens therefore the book is a must read for scholars of political
science policy makers and practitioners interested in a better understanding
of the transition of political parties into the digital world

Italian Foreign Policy during Matteo Renzi's
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Government 2019-03-13

this book explains the foreign policy of italian prime minister matteo renzi
it argues that renzi s domestic focus and outsider status are critical in
allowing us to make sense of renzi s policies toward the european union as
well as instability in libya and the fight against the islamic state of iraq
and the levant

Education and Emergency in Italy 2022-06-20

the nine chapters in this book explore how the italian education system
responded to distance learning during the first wave of the pandemic the
impact of the hard lockdown on both teaching and learning revealed the
inherent weaknesses of a system in which digital technology had only recently
been introduced and highlighted the relevant inequalities in their access and
use

Collective Leadership and Divided Power in West
European Parties 2021-06-12

political science research especially in recent times has recognized the
centrality of party and executive leaders and their individual
characteristics the attention has been mostly directed towards individual
leadership however one chief leadership is not the only existing model of
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party governance and some recent developments seem to have put forms of
collective leadership into the spotlight two parties that have recently
achieved remarkable electoral results the italian five star movement and the
german alliance 90 the greens can be considered examples of alternative
models of leadership this book calls for a deep and systematic analysis of
cases of parties in which powers and responsibilities appear to be shared
among different individuals rather than being concentrated in the hands of
just one leader drawing on the literature of organization and management
theory the book fills a gap in the literature of political science by
developing a theoretical framework that may provide researchers with the
tools for proceeding with the analysis of cases of party collective
leadership to illustrate their approach the authors have selected three cases
the german greens alternative for germany and the five star movement in italy
that show significant variation across types of collective leadership the
outcome of the empirical analysis contributes to a better knowledge of the
nature and functioning of party leadership as well as raises questions that
could be further addressed in future research

Populism and the Crisis of Democracy 2018-10-11

the contributions to this volume migration gender and religion bring together
empirically grounded and theoretically sophisticated case studies of populist
responses to what are perceived to be the threats to national survival and
sovereignty from uncontrolled immigration the demographic context declining
fertility rates and ageing populations promotes the belief that high muslim
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fertility rates are material evidence of an islamic threat to the west to
national cohesion and particularly to the safety and dignity of the women of
the host community consequently gender plays an important part in populist
ideology but populist attitudes to gender are often contradictory populist
movements are often marked by misogyny and by policies that are typically
anti feminist in rejecting gender equality the traditional family with a
dominant father and submissive mother is promoted as the basis of national
values and the remedy against social decline the obsession with women in the
public domain points to a crisis of masculinity associated with unemployment
the impact of austerity packages on social status and the growth of pink
collar employment inevitably religion is drawn into these political debates
about the future of western societies because religion in general has seen
the family and mothers as essential for the reproduction of religion
christendom has been identified by populists as providing the ultimate
defence of the borders of european civilisation against islam despite the
fact that church leaders have often defended and welcomed outsiders in terms
of christian charity once more christian europe is the abendland standing in
defiance of a threatening and subversive morgenland this volume will be an
invaluable reference for students and scholars in the field of political
theory political sociology and european studies

The Sourdough School 2018-04-05

master the art of sourdough with vanessa and you will learn how to look after
your own gut microbes and health tim spector author of the diet myth at her
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renowned sourdough school vanessa has taught countless students the secrets
of this healthy more easily digestible bread and now she has compiled her
teachings for the home baker from creating your own starter from scratch you
ll then move on to basic breadmaking techniques before progressing to using
sprouted grains and experimenting with flavours to produce fig and earl grey
and cherry plum loaves with step by step photography detailed instructions
specialist advice and vanessa s indispensable encouragement the sourdough
school celebrates the timeless craft of artisan baking

Hierarchical Perceptual Grouping for Object
Recognition 2019-01-01

this unique text reference presents a unified approach to the formulation of
gestalt laws for perceptual grouping and the construction of nested
hierarchies by aggregation utilizing these laws the book also describes the
extraction of such constructions from noisy images showing man made objects
and clutter each gestalt operation is introduced in a separate self contained
chapter together with application examples and a brief literature review
these are then brought together in an algebraic closure chapter followed by
chapters that connect the method to the data i e the extraction of primitives
from images cooperation with machine readable knowledge and cooperation with
machine learning topics and features offers the first unified approach to
nested hierarchical perceptual grouping presents a review of all relevant
gestalt laws in a single source covers reflection symmetry frieze symmetry
rotational symmetry parallelism and rectangular settings contour prolongation
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and lattices describes the problem from all theoretical viewpoints including
syntactic probabilistic and algebraic perspectives discusses issues important
to practical application such as primitive extraction and any time search
provides an appendix detailing a general adjustment model with constraints
this work offers new insights and proposes novel methods to advance the field
of machine vision which will be of great benefit to students researchers and
engineers active in this area

Frontier Topics in Banking 2019-05-28

the aim of this book is twofold firstly to focus on the development of new
instruments and topics in the financial industry secondly to analyze the
development of old themes applied to different international contexts such as
cross border banking and the role of government financial resources in china
with these goals in mind the book explores the investigation of new
instruments for the financing of smes and new ventures such as mini bonds and
equity crowdfunding additionally it covers the field of corporate governance
and corporate social responsibility including financial inclusion gender
roles disclosure social media roles and litigation the book also investigates
the choices followed by the royal swedish academy in the selection of nobel
laureates in economics science to analyze their influence on the financial
industry geared to banking academics researchers and students this book
uncovers the most prominent issues within the banking industry today
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Developing Effective Communication Skills in
Archaeology 2019-11-22

communicating archaeological heritage at the institutional level reflects on
the current status of archeology and a lack of communication between
archaeologists and the general public only serves to widen the gap of
understanding as holders of this specific scientific expertise effective
openness and communication is essential to understanding how a durable future
can be built through comprehension of the past and the importance of heritage
sites and collections developing effective communication skills in
archaeology is an essential research publication that examines archeology as
a method for present researchers to interact and communicate with the past
and as a methods for identifying the overall trends in the needs of humanity
as a whole presenting a vast range of topics such as digital transformation
artificial intelligence and heritage awareness this book is essential for
archaeologists journalists heritage managers sociologists educators
anthropologists museum curators historians communication specialists industry
professionals researchers academicians and students

EMU Integration and Member States’ Constitutions
2021-02-25

in this book legal scholars from the eu member states with the addition of
the uk analyse the development of the eu member states attitudes to economic
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fiscal and monetary integration since the treaty of maastricht the eurozone
crisis corroborated the warnings of economists that weak economic policy
coordination and loose fiscal oversight would be insufficient to stabilise
the monetary union the country studies in this book investigate the legal and
in particular the constitutional pre conditions for deeper fiscal and
monetary integration that influenced the past and might impact on the future
positions in the now 27 eu member states the individual country studies
address the following issues main characteristics of the national
constitutional system and constitutional culture constitutional foundations
of economic and monetary union emu membership and related instruments
constitutional obstacles to emu integration constitutional rules and or
practice on implementing emu related law and the resulting relationship
between emu related law and national law offering a comprehensive and
detailed assessment of the legal and constitutional developments concerning
the economic and monetary union since the treaty of maastricht this book
provides not only a study of legal emu related measures and reforms at the eu
level but most importantly sheds light on their perception in the eu member
states

Computational Power 2021-03-11

we delegate more and more decisions and tasks to artificial agents machine
learning mechanisms and algorithmic procedures or in other words to
computational systems not that we are driven by powerful ambitions of
colonizing the moon replacing humans with legions of androids creating sci fi
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scenarios à la matrix or masterminding some sort of person of interest like
machine no the current digital revolution based on computational power is
chiefly an everyday revolution it is therefore that much more profound
unnoticed and widespread for it affects our customary habits and routines and
alters the very texture of our day to day lives this opens a precise line of
inquiry which constitutes the basic thesis of the present text our
computational power is exercised by trying to adapt not just the world but
also our representation of reality to how computationally based icts work the
impact of this technology is such that it does not leave things as they are
it changes the nature of agents habits objects and institutions and hence it
subverts the existing order without necessarily generating a new one i argue
that this power is often not distributed in an egalitarian manner but on the
contrary is likely to result in concentrations of wealth in dominant
positions or in unjust competitive advantages this opens up a struggle with
respect to which the task of reaffirming the fundamental values the guiding
principles the priorities and the rules of the game which can transform or
attempt to transform a fierce confrontation between enemies in a fair
competition between opponents rests on us

Ethnicity and Nationalism in Italian Politics
2017-03-02

employing primary sources and interviews with protagonists of the rebellion
of the italian north this book explores the invention of the padanian nation
and the construction of identity politics in northern italy it reveals for
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the first time the connection between the ethnic wave in european party
politics in the 1970s and the rise of a new radical right nationalism in the
1990s the author highlights the way in which the discourse of national
minorities was instrumental in the rise of a new political agenda that links
territory identity and cultural rights to create new boundaries of exclusion
in addition to clarifying the connection between the new nationalism and
racism by demonstrating how cultural distinctiveness is constructed in
contemporary european politics this unique book also explores the dynamics of
new party mobilization and the symbolic resources of nationalist rhetoric
this book presents for the first time data on political participation both
party elites and members and the real dimension of the party organization

Comparing Transitions to Democracy. Law and Justice
in South America and Europe 2021-10-01

this present book examines some of the key features of the interplay between
legal history authoritarian rule and political transitions in brazil and
other countries from the end of 20th century until today this book casts
light on these aspects of the role of law and legal actors institutions in
the context of transition from authoritarian rule to democratic state brazil
has produced a significant literature on the challenges and shortcomings of
the transition but little attention has been given to the role of law and
legal actors institutions different approaches focus on the legal mechanisms
discourses and practices used by the military regime and by the players
involved in the political transition process in brazil a comparative
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perspective that takes into account different political transitions and their
legal consequences in europe and latin america complements the analysis part
1 4 essays discusses some of the central issues of political transition and
legal history in contemporary brazil focusing on the time of the transition
and its effects on transitional justice with different perspectives from
racial and gender issues to constitutional reform and police repression part
2 3 essays brings the comparative studies on south american experiences part
3 4 essays analyses different cases of transition to democracy in chile
portugal spain and italy part 4 3 essays proposes a historiographical and
methodological approach considering the politics of time involved in the
interplay between political transitions and legal history

Fruits of Migration 2018-08-07

italians adhering to protestantism or other forms of heterodoxy mostly had to
leave their country after ca 1550 due to rome s pressure the connectivities
with central europe not only germany as destination of that movement have
been often neglected

ANDREW YANG $1,000 a Month 2019-06-27

in this concise overview of presidential candidate andrew yang readers will
discover his unique biography up to date from wikipedia as well an analysis
of his universal basic income plan the ubi or freedom dividend is the basic
pillar of yang yang s presidential run and guaranteeing everyone 1 000 a
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month has been done on some small and large scale around the world

Fullness of Life and Justice for All 2020-09-01

poverty inequality violent conflicts climate change migration racism burn out
are just a few of the symptoms showing how living life to the fullest is out
of reach for so many people in our world is then seeking fullness of life and
justice for all not a too ambitious project for nothing less than the
wellbeing of humanity and in extension the whole of creation is at stake on
the other hand we see people responding acting and struggling for justice
liberation and a more sustainable world how to make sense of the ideas of
fullness of life and justice for all in light of the many crises humanity
currently faces but also the glimpses of positive and hopeful responses even
more so how to make sense theologically in this volume twenty authors reflect
on how the notions of fullness of life and justice for all are theoretically
conceived and have practically taken form from within dominican theology and
spirituality the contributions on youth spirituality contemplation art as a
means to community building gender pluralization populism and management
discuss the fullness of life in both its material and spiritual dimensions
the question on justice for all is raised in confrontation with issues such
as poverty migration ecological threats and the role of virtues in society in
this way the book aims to uncover a variety of dominican perspectives as
valuable contributions to a broader dialogue on the fullness of life and
justice for all
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Gender and Migration in Italy 2017-05-15

recent migratory flows to europe have brought about considerable changes in
many countries italy in particular offers a unique point of view since it is
possible to observe not only the way migration has changed specific features
of the country but also how it is intertwined with gender relations
considering both the type of migration that has affected italy and the
consequent measures adopted by the government a variety of distinctive
elements may be seen by providing a broad and more complete picture of the
italian perspective on gender and migration this book makes a valuable
contribution to the wider debate the contributions consider the problematic
linkage between gender and migration as well as analyse particular aspects
including italian colonial past domestic work self determination access to
social services second generation migrant women family law multiculturalism
and religious symbols taking an empirical and theoretical approach the volume
underlines both the multifaceted problems affecting migrant women in italy
and the way in which questions raised in other countries are introduced and
redefined by italian scholarship the book presents a valuable resource for
researchers academics and policy makers working in the areas of migration and
gender studies

Water Law, Policy and Economics in Italy 2021-05-12

this book provides the first comprehensive overview of the most important
water related issues that centre on italy analysed from several disciplinary
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perspectives such as hydrology economics law sociology environmental sciences
and policy studies in order to promote full understanding of the challenges
the country is facing and the ways it could best tackle them despite the
misconception that italy is a water scarce country is in fact quite rich in
water resources such resources however are unevenly distributed over the
italian territory italy s northern regions rely on quite an abundant quantity
of freshwater whereas in the southern area water endowment is limited
moreover climatic differences between north and south contribute to widen the
divide this disparity has notable consequences of socio economic character
some of which in turn feed back into the environmental conditions of italian
regions pollution floods landslides and droughts are among the problems
affecting the country there are numerous features of water use and
consumption that distinguish italy from other comparable countries such as
the significant role played by agriculture a water intensive activity a lead
position in the consumption of bottled water lower than average prices of
water and a far from optimal efficiency of waterworks all such aspects and
many others make italy an essential case study

Monocratic Government 2022-02-21

personalisation is the most relevant political phenomenon of our time after
the decline of structural and ideological foundations of western democracies
a radical shift from collective to individual actors and institutions has
occurred in several political systems on the one hand political leaders have
gained centrality on the democratic scene as a consequence of both a more
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direct sometimes plebiscitary relationship with citizens and a more direct
control of the executive administration on the other hand a process of
fragmentation occurs at the mass level where electoral volatility has
strongly increased and the spread of social media enables each citizen to
express their convictions in the self referential autonomy of the digital
networks monocratic government the impact of personalisation on democratic
regimes analyses the consequences of personalisation of political leaders on
democratic government by asking whether it is possible to keep together demos
and kratos in a post particratic context it explores topics such as
governmental decrees trump governance and includes an analysis of the
coronavirus outbreak offering comparative insights and exploring how
political leaders govern in the united states france germany italy and
hungary this volume brings into focus the study of political personalisation
in relation to some of the key trends and crises in modern politics

Italy Transformed 2020-06-09

the decade commencing with the great crash of 2008 was a watershed period for
italian politics involving fundamental and dramatic changes many of which had
not been anticipated and which are charted in this book this comprehensive
volume covers the impact of the eurozone crisis on the italian economy and
its relationship with the european union the dramatic changes in the
political parties and particularly the rise of a new political force the five
star movement which became the largest political party in 2013 the changing
role of the trade unions in the lives of italian citizens the italian
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migration crisis electoral reforms and their impact on the italian party
system where trends towards bipolarisation appear to be exhausted the rise of
new forms of social protest changes to political culture and social capital
and finally amidst the crisis reforms to the welfare state overall the
authors reveal a country which many had assumed was in quiet transition
towards a more stable democracy that suffers an immense shock from the
eurozone crisis and bringing to the fore deep rooted structural problems
which have changed the dynamics of its politics as confirmed in the outcome
to the 2018 national elections this book was originally published as a
special issue of south european society and politics

The Routledge Handbook to Religion and Political
Parties 2019-11-28

as religion and politics become ever more intertwined relationships between
religion and political parties are of increasing global political
significance this handbook responds to that development providing important
results of current research involving religion and politics focusing on
democratisation democracy party platform formation party moderation and
secularisation social constituency representation and interest articulation
covering core issues new debates and country case studies the handbook
provides a comprehensive overview of fundamentals and new directions in the
subject adopting a comparative approach it examines the relationships between
religion and political parties in a variety of contexts regions and countries
with a focus on christianity islam buddhism judaism and hinduism
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contributions cover such topics as religion secularisation and modernisation
religious fundamentalism and terrorism the role of religion in conflict
resolution and peacebuilding religion and its connection to state
democratisation and democracy and regional case studies covering asia the
americas europe sub saharan africa the middle east and north africa this
comprehensive handbook provides crucial information for students researchers
and professionals researching the topics of politics religion comparative
politics secularism religious movements political parties and interest groups
and religion and sociology

Ethics, Politics and Justice in Dante 2019-06-27

ethics politics and justice in dante presents new research by international
scholars on the themes of ethics politics and justice in the works of dante
alighieri including chapters on dante s modern afterlife together the
chapters explore how dante s writings engage with the contemporary culture of
medieval florence and italy and how and why his political and moral thought
still speaks compellingly to modern readers the collection s contributors
range across different disciplines and scholarly traditions history philology
classical reception philosophy theology to scrutinise dante s divine comedy
and his other works in italian and latin offering a multi faceted approach to
the evolution of dante s political ethical and legal thought throughout his
writing career certain chapters focus on his early philosophical convivio and
on the accomplished latin eclogues of his final years while others tackle
knotty themes relating to judgement justice rhetoric and literary ethics in
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his divine comedy from hell to paradise the closing chapters discuss
different modalities of the public reception and use of dante s work in both
italy and britain bringing the volume s emphasis on morality political
philosophy and social justice into the modern age of the nineteenth twentieth
and twenty first centuries

Italian Youth in International Context 2020-04-07

italy is not a country for young people why this book provides a unique and
in depth collection of empirical and theoretical material providing multiple
answers to this question whilst investigating the living conditions of young
people in italy today by bringing together a variety of approaches and
methods the authors of this collection analyze italian youth through the
lenses of three dimensions activism participation and citizenship work
employment and careers and moves transitions and representations these
dimensions are the analytical building blocks for challenging stereotypes and
unveiling misinterpretations and taken for granted assumptions that portray
young people in italy as selfish choosy and unwilling to make sacrifices
commit and manage an independent life these prejudices often underplay the
role of constraints they are facing in the transition to adulthood studying
italian youth therefore not only allows us to capture their peculiar
characteristics but also to reflect more broadly on the conceptual toolbox we
need in order to understand contemporary youth more generally by doing so the
volume aims to contribute to international discussion on the youth condition
in europe the introduction of this book is freely available as a downloadable
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open access pdf at taylorfrancis com under a creative commons attribution non
commercial no derivatives cc by nc nd 4 0 license

The Growth of Italian Cooperatives 2018-04-27

the italian cooperative sector is amongst the largest in the world comprising
over 60 000 cooperatives from all sectors of the economy directly employing 1
3 million people cooperatives created close to 30 percent of new jobs in
italy between 2001 and 2011 demonstrating that democratic cooperative
enterprises can successfully operate in a market economy combining economic
success and social responsibility these offer a viable alternative to profit
maximising enterprises and an opportunity to create a more pluralist and
democratic market economy the growth of italian cooperatives innovation
resilience and social responsibility comprehensively explains how the italian
cooperative sector has managed to compete successfully in the global economy
and to grow during the global financial crisis this book will comprehensively
explain how the italian cooperative movement has managed to grow into a large
successful network of cooperatives it will examine the legislative framework
and their unique business model that allows it to compete in the market as
part of a network that includes central cooperative associations financial
and economic consortia and financial companies it will explore cooperative
entrepreneurship through a discussion of the formation of cooperative groups
start ups worker buyouts and the promotion of entirely new sectors such as
the social services sector finally the growth of italian cooperatives
examines how cooperatives have managed the gfc and how their behavior differs
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from private enterprises it will also analyze the extent to which
cooperatives compete while still uphold the key cooperative principles and
fulfil their social responsibility this book is an interdisciplinary study of
cooperative development and is designed to inform members of the academic
community government public policy makers and cooperative managers that are
primarily interested in economic democracy economics of the cooperative
enterprise cooperative networks and economic development cooperative
legislation democratic governance job creation programs politics of inclusion
and how wealth can be more equitably distributed

Migrant Families and Religious Belonging 2023-06

over the past three decades migration has become the main driver of
population growth or of preventing its decrease in many eu countries the
presence of so many families with a migrant background is however to some
extent an unexpected phenomenon arising from the permanent settlement of
migrant guest workers expected to be temporary residents and from other
unplanned processes such as decolonization and the influx of asylum seekers
moreover family reunification is today one of the main legal channels by
which migrants come to europe so it is no coincidence that the main issues
animating european public debate on inter ethnic coexistence involve family
religion and the relationships between genders and generations finally the
migrant family has to some extent become a lens through which to analyze many
key topics connected with the present and future of european societies this
work migrant families and religious belonging is a collection of nine essays
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exploring the relationship between family religion and immigration these
essays mainly focus on the integration process with particular attention to
the experience of migrants offspring the book consists of an introductory
chapter and four thematic sections and topics covered include gender equality
forced marriages child fostering care and religious radicalization the
relationship between family religion and immigration provides a fascinating
perspective to explore and shed light on european society today the book will
be of interest to a wide range of academics researchers and practitioners

Political Representation in Southern Europe and
Latin America 2020-06-03

this collective volume with contributions from experts on these regions
examines broader questions about the current crises the great recession and
the commodity crisis and the associated changes in political representation
in both regions it provides a general overview of political representation
studies in southern europe and latin america and builds bridges between the
two traditions of political representation studies affording greater
understanding of developments in each region and promote future research
collaboration between southern europe and latin america finally the book
addresses questions of continuity and change in patterns of political
representation after the onset of the two economic crises specifically
examining issues such as changes in citizens democratic support and trust in
political representatives and institutions in descriptive representation in
the sociodemographic profile of mps and in substantive representation in the
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link between voters and mps in terms of ideological congruence and or policy
issue orientations this book will be of key interest to scholars and students
of political elites political representation european and latin american
politics studies and more broadly to comparative politics

Labour Law and Sustainable Development 2020-06-05

labour law and sustainable development is a detailed reconstruction of the
regulatory framework and jurisprudential findings of sustainable development
at the international european and national level the global crisis of the
past decade has underlined the social unsustainability of the ultra
liberalistic theories through which the labour law deregulation represents
the precondition for social and economic development coherent with the
globalization imperatives it is no exaggeration to assert that the existing
foundations of labour law have been irreversibly compromised it is essential
to find a way out of the crisis at the same time defining the founding values
of new sustainable labour law in linking labour law with the sustainability
paradigm this provocative book promises to widen the scope and terms of the
reconciliation of interests taking into account the multiplicity of the
stakeholders interested in economic social and environmental issues and in
particular to practise an approach that achieves intergenerational equity
what s in this book in an unprecedented comparative study including case law
of the network of principles agreements practices and norms concerning
sustainable development and its different economic and social implications
the author examines such facets as the following sustaining solidarity and
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equality of opportunity in current and emerging work situations enhancing
individual autonomy in the current world of subordinate but independent
labour reconciling personal needs flexible organization of companies and
reduction of external and internal costs to companies collective action for
the regulation of labour relations allowing for the exercise of individual
autonomy involving entire populations that have been so far excluded in the
world scene developing a sustainable pension system to promote
intergenerational solidarity implementing flexicurity policies positively
social clauses of international trade treaties undoing the profound
contradiction of gender and wage inequalities and promoting corporate social
responsibility the objective of this book is to provide the reader with a
reasoning basis to assess whether the choice to elect sustainable development
as a new paradigm of reference for labour law is feasible and if in
particular this choice can be useful in order to define the founding values
of a new sustainable labour law how this will help you using an
interdisciplinary approach the author emphasizes the need to consider the
various dimensions of sustainability together not only the original
environmental but also the economic and social dimensions this book offers a
real strategic leap for both legislators and social actors in particular
leading the way to avoiding a fracture of the generational pact that has held
together modern societies although the book presents a profound academic
contribution to the analysis of labour law realities and trends it will also
be welcomed by corporate lawyers judges human rights experts trade unionists
business managers entrepreneurs and consultants interested in the issues of
labour sustainable development and social rights
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Drafting Italy 2023-05-23

this is the first comprehensive history of conscription and the military in
italy from the restoration to the eve of wwi the comparative and
transnational approach enables this work to compare and contrast the italian
experience with that of many other countries in the world as well as
understand transfers and the adaptive and imitative processes that emerge
when conscription and the military are viewed from an italian perspective
peacetime and wartime recruitment military life culture justice and civil
military relationships are analysed using a wide range of sources and an
interdisciplinary approach that combines top down and bottom up perspectives
this enables the book not only to assess the contribution the military has
made to the country in terms of state building nation building modernization
pedagogical and disciplinary models gender identity and roles but also to
reconsider the standard taxonomies as well as some established evolutionary
models of the armies moreover the italian military is seen as an internally
complex world that is incapable of defining its own one dimensional identity
or of imposing any such identity on its members consequently it is an element
in the history of a country that is substantially the same as any other such
element and thus important in people s collective and individual lives
whether or not they are in uniform rather than being an object of study in
and of itself the military becomes a vantage point from which to observe the
italian history in the long 19th century therefore this book can be
profitably read by professional military historians and non specialist
readers interested in the military as well as by all scholars working on
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italian pre and post unification political institutional socio economic
cultural and gender history

From Fascism to Populism in History 2019-08-20

what is fascism and what is populism what are their connections in history
and theory and how should we address their significant differences what does
it mean when pundits call donald trump a fascist or label as populist
politicians who span left and right such as hugo chávez juan perón rodrigo
duterte and marine le pen federico finchelstein one of the leading scholars
of fascist and populist ideologies synthesizes their history in order to
answer these questions and offer a thoughtful perspective on how we might
apply the concepts today while they belong to the same history and are often
conflated fascism and populism actually represent distinct political
trajectories drawing on an expansive record of transnational fascism and
postwar populist movements finchelstein gives us insightful new ways to think
about the state of democracy and political culture on a global scale this new
edition includes an updated preface that brings the book up to date midway
through the trump presidency and the election of jair bolsonaro in brazil

Strategic Debriefing for Advanced Simulation
2022-08-30

this book provides an in depth and complete guide explaining how to
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incorporate the strategic dialogue and strategic communication methods into
the debriefing after the scenario characteristics that make it unique after
examining all the aspects that allow a correct use of the simulation such as
knowledge of models logical schemes use of the different simulators planning
of the didactic activities and of learning process this practical book aims
to explore the advanced technique of the strategic debriefing it encourages
not only those who are approaching this new debriefing tool but also it
provides a useful update to all those who are already more familiar with the
standard debriefing after simulation technique the strategic language an
effective tool in strategic psychotherapy and business problem solving is
ideal and complementary to the standard debriefing methods making them more
performing and functional because next to common logic it makes use of non
ordinary logical language the book is intended for healthcare simulation
debriefers and instructors for hospitals managers university teachers and to
all the physicians who are increasingly showing interest in active teaching
processes with simulation

When Populism Meets Nationalism 2019-03-27

in europe and beyond today populism is alive and kicking over the past few
years anti establishment parties have made substantial strides some of them
have reached the levers of governments while others are consolidating their
gains being a thin ideology populism is being contaminated by nationalism
this book offers a number of case studies on those countries whose
governments have been labelled national populist ranging from italy to the
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united states from the visegrad countries to turkey russia and latin america
this report aims to single out what all these cases have in common but also
what sets them apart from each other

International Journal of Language Studies (IJLS) �
volume 14(2) 2017-07-13

this book provides a comprehensive profile of the development of sociology in
italy from the post war period to the present day the first english language
account of the history of italian sociology it focuses on the process of
institutionalization of the discipline within the italian university system
and its changing relationships with extra academic actors and institutions
political parties unions the catholic church political and social movements
as well as local and national governments arranged chronologically across
eight chapters it presents all major steps in the development of the
discipline in a theoretically informed but accessible way the authors explore
the pioneering phase of the 1950s to the establishment of the first academic
chairs in the 1960s from the student revolts of 1968 to the creation of the
first sociological association in the 1980s and up to the present day it will
appeal to social science and history scholars and students as well as readers
interested in the history of contemporary italy
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Italian Sociology,1945–2010 2019-10-17

catholics and communists in twentieth century italy explores the critical
moments in the relationship between the catholic world and the italian left
providing unmatched insight into one of the most significant dynamics in
political and religious history in italy in the last hundred years the book
covers the catholic communist movement in rome 1937 45 the experience of the
resistenza the governmental collaboration between the catholic party dc and
the italian communist party pci until 1947 and the dialogue between some of
the key figures in both spheres in the tensest years of the cold war daniela
saresella even goes on to consider the legacy that these interactions have
left in italy in the 21st century this pioneering study is the first on the
subject in the english language and is of vital significance to historians of
modern italy and the church alike

Catholics and Communists in Twentieth-Century Italy
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